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Retrospectiva 2.0 is a catalogue of emotions.
In this performance, which at times takes the
form of a danced conference, Daniel Doña
reviews, researches and acknowledges the
choreographic work he has been developing
for the past decade, both in the capacity of
choreographer and as director of his own
independent dance company.



It is a veritable guidebook of authenticity
and style, which takes us on an emotional
journey through the reasons behind
some of the most applauded pieces in his
company's repertoire. For this occasion,
Doña has created a coherent, holistic
performance in its own right, bearing all
the hallmarks of his original dramaturgy
and artistic discourse. He has managed
to convert this scenic format into an
authentic choreographic legacy capable
of connecting with all types of audiences.
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THE COMPANY

In 2013 the choreographer and dancer Daniel
Doña created what has now become one of
the foremost exponents of performances and
creations on the current scene of Spanish
dance. The choreographic discourse of this group
straddles between flamenco and contemporary
dance.

According to the specialised press, the creations
by the Daniel Doña Dance Company has redefined
traditional codes and shaken up the current
scene in an intricate design of poetics tapping
into tradition and vanguard from which their
own language has ensued.

Since its inception, this consolidated company
has strived to captivate new spectators. With
choreographic feats in different scenic formats,
they have continuously pioneered through
new artistic ground beyond the limits of rigid
traditionalism, such as in: A Pie ['On Foot'] (2013),
A pie de calle ['At Street Level'] and Black Box
(2014), No Pausa ['No Break'] and Nada personal
['Nothing personal'] (2015), Hábitat (2016), Cuerpo
a Cuerpo ['Body to Body'] (2017), Retrospectiva
2.0 [`Retrospective'] (2018), Psique ['Psyche']
(2019) and Campo cerrado ['Behind Closed
Doors'] (2020).





AWARDS

Max Award for Best Male Dance
Performer (Psique, 2019)

Critical Eye Dance Award awarded
by RNE (Hábitat, 2016)

Hebe Honorary Award in the field
of Scenic Arts (2016)

Max Award for Best Choreography
(De Cabeza, 2009)

Hugo Boss Award for Young Scenic
Arts Talents (2004)
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